
INDIVIDUAL ROLLER 
TRACK APPLICATIONS
ROUNDING OUT THE SUNGAL LINE OF ROLLER SHELVES

CREATED TO REDUCE COSTS OF ROLLER SHELVING FOR MULTI-PAKS



SITUATION ANALYSIS

Retailers, would like to 

install roller shelves for

beer, seltzer and other 

products in multi-pak 

packages.  But the 

concern has always been 

cost.  Full roller shelves 

are necessary for single 

serve bottles, but they 

represent 14 roller tracks 

for a standard 30” wide 

shelf/door.



SITUATION SOLUTION

Now, you don’t need 14 roller tracks 

for your 30” wide doors for multi-pak 

(MP) packages.  With only 2 tracks 

per package, you can merchandise 

most any MP package.  

Except for 24 or 30 paks, only 2 roller 

tracks are need for most all packages 

in your alcoholic beverage section.



SITUATION SOLUTION

Here is a 30” section on our new 

NexGen French door shelving unit. This

illustrates the new System on the shelf 

above the G4-T Roller Shelf.  While the 
G4-T covers the entire width with 
rollers, the System is relatively see-

through as all MP’s utilize only 2 Roller

Tracks per package.



SIMPLE SOLUTION

System is designed for simplicity with 

only two new parts to add to your 

Sungal Roller Shelving inventory:

1. Roller Tracks

2. Front and rear channels (identical)

The front product stops and the

dividers are the same as the standard 

G-4T Roller Shelves

Slots for dividers and 

channel for front product 

stop



SIMPLE SOLUTION

System is designed for simplicity.  Here 

are the two unique parts of the system.

The top image is the front and/or rear

channels that accept the roller tracks, 

dividers and front product stops.  

The bottom image is the Roller Tracks

that snap into the front/rear channels 

and can be placed anywhere on the 

channel for any package.  

The front product stops and the dividers 

are the same as the standard G4-T 
Roller Shelves   



SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY 

Move up to the Next Generation of 

Roller Shelving.  

Tracks can be moved anywhere on the 

front and rear channels to 

accommodate any  multi-pak package.

System can be used on any type of 

shelving, from walk-in cooler shelving to 

beer cave shelves to gondolas.    




